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Abstract - Photo sharing on social media has become one of the most popular social activity in our daily life. Unfortunately, it 
may become very dangerous when the uploader posts photo online without the permission from other participants within the 
same photo. As a solution, propose a fine grained access control on social media photos. Every participant will be tagged by 
the uploader and notified through the internal message to initialise their own access control strategies. The looks of 
participants will be blurred if they need to preserve their own privacy during a photo. However, these methods highly depend 
on uploaders reputation of tagging behavior. Mallicious users can easily manipulate unpermitted tagging and photo 
publishing. To solve this problem, propose developing a participant free tagging system for social media photos. In evaluation 
carried out a series of experiments to validate system efficiency and effectiveness in protecting user’s privacy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

With the development of social media users can take photos anytime and anywhere, and share them in social community 
easily. As more and more people enjoy the benefit of photo sharing, privacy has become a major concern. Most existing 
photo sharing sites allow registered users to access others photo with limited constraint or no constraints. Your face is in a 
photo taken by someone else, you cannot control how the photo is shared, and this is most likely decided by the uploader 
in most social platforms such as Facebook [1]. Such model may raise serious privacy concerns through leakage, in which 
privacy information of a specific user is revealed by his/ her friends. Therefore, there is a need to preserve user privacy in 
photo sharing. To preserve privacy in photo sharing, most existing works [2], [3], [4] focused on designing access control 
based approaches, and little work considers the specific sharing scenario. These existing works [5], [6] requires users to 
set privacy policy for each photo and hence is not scalable. 

When considering the privacy of other participants in photos, people care less about it and current photo sharing 
mechanisms may cause to critical problems with the very fact that 34% of Facebook users claim they do not always reflect 
on their photos’ content before uploading them [7]. A recent government driven study reported that with 1 in 5 
Australians suffered from ’revenge porn’, a form of image-based abuse [8]. Those images were mainly distributed across 
multiple social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook etc. Another example is that inappropriate photos on social 
networking sites may also result in unemployment situation [9] and those photos may not even be uploaded by those 
participants. According to the survey carried by Pew Research Centre [10], one of the major arguments from Facebook 
protesters is that people can post someone’s personal information without asking permission. Another survey [11], also 
claims that averagely 76% users will untag themselves from the photos that are uploaded by their friends or remove those 
photos from their Facebook timeline in order to preserve their own privacy. 

To preserve privacy in photo sharing, This paper propose a participant free tagging system based on the fine-grained 
access control [12]. This system will initialise every user’s individual face identity when they firstly authorize their 
Facebook accounts through our platform. Their face identities are generated by retrieving their Facebook profile pictures. 
When a user uploads a photo, the face area will be detected automatically and tagged with the name of the face owner by 
facilitating face recognition technology. Those tags can neither be removed nor changed by the photo uploader, and the 
uploader does not have the tagging right as well. As long as the photo is uploaded, those tagged users will be informed 
through Facebook internal notification. Then they can set their own face access control once they confirm they are the face 
owners. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

As a typical instantiation of Privacy Computing [13], privacy preserving Photo sharing has received considerable attention 
[14], [15]. [1] Addressed the privacy conflicts by quantifying privacy risk and sharing loss based on the tradeoff between 
privacy preservation and data sharing. Subsequently, [16] addressed the privacy conflicts by changing the granularity of 
access control from photo level to face level. Researchers have developed many access control mechanisms that 
specifically prevent leakage of users’ privacy from photos posted in social media and some other fields as well [17],[18]. 
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In photo-level access control, sensitive information is protected by applying access control mechanisms onto the photos. 
Compared to face level access control the mechanism is comparatively rough on the sensitive information protection. A 
negotiation-based method [19] enabled tagged users to send requests to photo owners who might require the photo to be 
concealed from certain groups of individuals. Theoretical collective privacy management solution builds upon a well-
known game called Clarke Tax [20] . This approach had a strong assumption, where it required users to be able to compute 
the value of different preferences on sensitive information. Even though multiparty collaboration helps mitigate the 
conflicts of sharing interests between uploaders and participants, the problem still exists and they did not specify how 
their mechanisms countered the non-tagging or wrongly tagging behaviours. 
 
The face-level access control mechanisms are to deal with the privacy problem with every participant in photos. 
Researchers [12],[21] proposed similar fine-grained access control mechanisms on social media photos. In these works, 
each face owner in the photo could determine if their faces are often viewed by others. The face would be blurred into an 
uninterpretable area if the permission wasn’t given by the owner. The conflicts of sharing interests are solved in these 
works [12],[21]. 
 
3. SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
In designing, integrate the photo sharing web-based system by leveraging the well-developed functions embedded in 
Facebook (i.e. Facebook App) which is provided with face-level access control mechanism but with an enhanced automatic 
participant-free face tagging process integrated. The system framework is shown in fig.1, which is composed of four stages. 
1) Face identity initialization, 2) automatic face tagging process, 3) privacy setting mechanism, 4) photo rendering process. 
 
Face identity initialization: Facebook users tend to upload photos that contain their own faces as the profile pictures. To 
facilitate the face recognition process, we first collect users’ photos on Facebook, which contain their own faces as the face 
recognition training data.  Then group the faces according to similarity by employing face recognition and the face set with 
largest number of faces considered to the users. The system will train the face set and face identity generated.  
 

 

Fig -1: System framework 

Automatic face tagging: For each detected face on the uploaded photo, system will perform face recognition once a social 
media user chooses a photo to upload. If there is minimum of one face being identified, the automated tagging process is 
activated. Two different approaches according to two scenarios of performing automatic tagging processes: (a) Face owner 
can be directly identified through our system by applying internal searching. (b) One or several faces cannot be found 
through internal searching. However, there is at least one face being successfully identified on uploaded photo. 
 
Privacy setting: As long as the photo is uploaded, those tagged participants will be informed through Facebook internal 
notification. Then they can set their own face access control once they confirm they are the face owners. If the participant 
disallows the access to the photo the face will be blurred out. 
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Photo rendering: It is the process of masking/unmasking the faces in the uploaded photo. If a participant disallows the 
access to the photo containing his/her face in social media, his/her face will be blurred out by applying covers (e.g. 
mosaic). His/Her online friends who are not granted with access permissions will not see his/her appearance in the photo.  

3.1 Exception Handling Mechanism  

No Face is identified- During this situation, we allow the uploader to tag depicted users. Those tagged users are ready to 
view other people’s faces during this photo, however, this photo can’t be shared by anyone or appear in the other places 
but only uploader’s homepage and therefore the users tagged by uploader cannot set their own access control also.  

Face is wrongly identified- The computer can wrongly identify a face or the face can be mistakenly tagged by authorized 
users. Since our system will send notifications to all tagged users, only when the face owner is confirmed to be true, each 
tagged user’s access control is then activated. In this case, the user can decline if it is not his or her face in the photo, and 
the face still remains blurred if no one claims the face. Even though the face may be tagged with different users in 
cooperative tagging process, it will go through the same confirmation process. Those faces are manually tagged by honest 
users (recognized by the computer), therefore, we assume that those users being tagged through cooperative tagging 
process will not lie and falsely claim the faces which are not supposed to be their own. In this case, the privacy is 
guaranteed. 

3.2 SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES 

Supporting technologies are includes the approaches about how the participants customize face-level access permissions 
to the photo containing their faces. There are two sets of APIs can be used for system design. These APIs are directly called 
by sending ’Ajax requests’ to API providers’ server. 

The first set is provisioned by Facebook for the usage of users’ information retrieval. Once user has authorized his/her 
Facebook account through our App, the system will retrieve user’s Facebook ID and a list of photos uploaded by user in 
Facebook. 

The second set of APIs is provided by Microsoft Face as part of auto-tagging process. Though Facebook has its own auto-
tagging technique for face recognition, the performance highly relies on users’ behaviors. Facebook users can either 
choose to untag or falsely tag faces. These behaviors potentially reduce the chance and accuracy of being automatically 
tagged in Facebook. Moreover, Facebook’s internal face recognition does not support the usage of external Apps. So, we 
designed the auto tagging processes and utilized Microsoft Face to provide face recognition functions. This improved the 
performance of automatic tagging processes. 

4.  System Evaluation 

4.1 Efficiency Evaluation 

In this section we evaluate the time used for our auto-tagging mechanism and photo masking. The results are shown in 
chart-1 

.  

Chart-1: Efficiency evaluation 
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Tagging efficiency mainly relays on the   performance and accuracy of the face recognition technology, training data of face 
set and therefore the behavior of tagged users during cooperative tagging process. The time required for the tagging 
process equals to the time consumed for face recognition process. In this experiment, the photos having the same number 
of faces are gathered into the same group. Because the face recognition is conducted by Microsoft Face, the processing 
speed totally depends on the internet connection. 

When evaluate the time required in masking or unmasking process, conclude that as the number of faces is growing, the 
time required for rendering a masked or unmasked photo increase as well. 

4.2 Privacy evaluation 

This section evaluate the privacy preserving performance of  system by evaluating the size of blur area’s impact on privacy 
preserving. for every group photo and individual photo, we apply two different sizes of blur area: (1) face area (face 
rectangle directly obtained from API result) (2) head area (includes face and hair area). The feedback from participants 
includes the content on the guessing of every masked user’s name and the clues leading to their inference once they 
provide the right answer. The results show in chart-2. 

 

Chart-2: Privacy preserving result 

Results show that the covering face area only is not enough for privacy preserving. 36.3% and 48.7% faces are correctly 
identified in individual photos and group photos respectively. The most reason why people can infer the proper answer is 
due to the hair, other clues are user’s body features (for example figure, tattoo)photo background and therefore the other 
friends who are in the same photo. As we enlarge the blur area with the multiple 1.85 from the original face rectangle, 
making sure all the user’s face and hair area are covered and the other people in the same photo are less likely being 
influenced by the enlarged blur area. We find that over 90% of users’ identities are preserved both in group photos and 
individual photos. The main clue for inferring masked users becomes the other friends in the same photo. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper designed and evaluated a privacy-preserving photo sharing framework, called Blur Me, which could help 
associated friends preserve their privacy once they share images with others in Facebook. The system can solve the matter 
caused by tagging behaviours from adversarial users. The evaluation results demonstrate the performance of the system. 
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